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Abstract—The regular acquisition and relatively short revisit4
time of Sentinel-1 satellite improve the capability of a persistent5
scatterer interferometric synthetic aperture radar (PS-InSAR) as6
a suitable geodetic method of choice for measuring ground sur-7
face deformation in space and time. The SAR instrument aboard8
the Sentinel-1 satellite supports operation in dual polarization9
(HH–HV, VV–VH), which can be used to increase the spatial den-10
sity of measurement points through the polarimetric optimization11
method. This study evaluates the improvement in displacement12
mapping by incorporating the information obtained from the VH13
channel of Sentinel-1 data into the PS-InSAR analysis. The method14
that has shown great success with different polarimetric data per-15
forms a search over the available polarimetric space in order to16
find a linear combination of polarization states, which yields the17
optimum PS selection criterion using the amplitude dispersion in-18
dex (ADI) criterion. We applied the method to a dataset of 5019
dual-polarized (VV–VH) Sentinel-1 images over Trondheim city20
in Norway. The results show overall increase of about 186% and21
78% in the number of PS points with respect to the conventional22
channels of VH and VV, respectively. The study concludes that,23
using the ADI optimization, we can incorporate information from24
the VH channel into the PS-InSAR analysis, which otherwise is lost25
due to its low amplitude.26

Index Terms—Dual polarization, optimization, persistent scat-27
terer interferometric synthetic aperture radar (PS-InSAR),28
sentinel-1.29

I. INTRODUCTION30

P ERSISTENT scatterer interferometric synthetic aperture31

radar (PS-InSAR) has proved to be a powerful geodetic32

technique to measure deformations of the earth’s surface in33

space and time using a stack of synthetic aperture radar (SAR)34

images [1]–[7]. It has been widely used by the scientific commu-35

nity to measure the displacement related to subsidence/uplift [8],36

[9], landslide [10], [11], tectonic [12]–[14], and volcanoes [5],37

[15]. In order to minimize spatiotemporal decorrelation effects38

and other sources of errors, the PS-InSAR technique processes39
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only those pixels, known as persistent scatterer (PS), that their 40

decorrelation effects are negligible under certain quality crite- 41

rion. The most commonly used criteria in the PS-InSAR method Q142

are coherence stability [7], [16] and the amplitude dispersion in- 43

dex (ADI) [4]. 44

Traditionally, the PS-InSAR method has been formulated and 45

applied to single-polarimetric SAR data because of the limita- 46

tions of available multipolarimetric SAR images. However, the 47

recent launch of new satellites with capability of multipolari- 48

metric acquisition motivated researchers to develop new tech- 49

niques based on the polarimetric optimization. The approach 50

has been applied to optimize the coherence in differential In- 51

SAR (DInSAR) [17], [18]. Coherence optimization algorithms 52

have been evaluated for copolar (HH–VV) and cross-polar chan- 53

nels (HH–HV), in addition to the quad-polarized ALOS data for 54

the DInSAR analysis [19]. 55

It has also been applied on a multibaseline InSAR [20]. In the 56

context of multibaseline, a search over the available polarimetric 57

space is performed to find a channel that optimizes the phase- 58

stability criteria, which in turn increases the number of measure- 59

ment points and consequently enhances the performance of the 60

method. The approach has been implemented on the PS-InSAR 61

method by optimizing the coherence stability and the ADI 62

[21]–[24]. Navarro-Sanchez et al. implemented the polarimetric 63

optimization for the ADI for copolar and cross-polar channels 64

in addition to the quad-polarized RADARSAT-2 data for the 65

PS-InSAR analysis [25]. The PS selection procedure has also 66

been optimized using signal-to-noise ratio [26], the temporal 67

sublook coherence [27], [28] criteria with dual/multipolarized 68

data, maximum likelihood function [29], and phase-difference 69

between copolarized components [30]. The efficiency of the 70

approach has also been proved in the small baseline method 71

[31], [32]. 72

The recent launch of the Sentinel-1 mission with capabil- 73

ity to obtain acquisitions on dual-polarized (HH–HV, VV–VH) 74

channels can help improving PS-InSAR analyses by increasing 75

the PS density. In general, having more than one polarimetric 76

channel helps to increase the PS density, especially in urban 77

areas [21]–[23], [33], in which each resolution cell has a sin- 78

gle dominant scattering mechanism. However, the amplitude of 79

the cross-polar measurements is generally smaller than that of 80

the copolar channels. Therefore, they may suffer more degra- 81

dation due to noise, and their information might be lost in a 82

single-polarized time-series analysis. Using the optimization 83

method, we can incorporate their information into displacement 84

mapping. 85
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In this study, we exploit the polarimetric information available86

in Sentinel-1 data (VV–VH) to investigate how the contribution87

of the VH channel affects the improvement of the PS-InSAR88

method over urban areas. We apply the approach presented in the89

previously published paper [21], but utilized it for Sentinel-1,90

due to easy access to the dataset and its free availability. Our goal91

is to analyze the performance of the approach. Trondheim city,92

located in central Norway, has been chosen as a test area. The93

city consists of several types of targets, which help to investigate94

the PS density and the phase-quality variations better as a func-95

tion of the target types. These have been focused particularly in96

this study.97

II. METHOD98

A. StaMPS99

The PS-InSAR method implemented in StaMPS works based100

on the spatial correlation approach. First, for computational101

reasons, an initial set of PS candidates (PSCs) is identified based102

on the ADI, defined as the ratio between standard deviation (σa )103

and mean (ā) of the amplitudes [4]104

DA =
σa
ā

=

√∑N
i=1

(
|si | − |s|

)2
/N

∑N
i=1 |si | /N

(1)

where s is a complex value of a single-look complex (SLC)105

pixel, |si | is the amplitude of the pixel in the ith SLC, and N106

is the number of SLCs. The lower the ADI values, the higher107

the phase quality. Therefore, pixels with the ADI less than a108

predefined threshold are selected as PSC points.109

In the next step, for each PSC in each differential interfer-110

ograms (ψx,i), the spatially correlated terms (ψ̃x,i) including111

deformation, atmospheric signal, orbital inaccuracies, and spa-112

tially correlated part of the topographic phase due to the digital113

elevation model (DEM) errors, are estimated using a combina-114

tion of low-pass and adaptive (Goldstein) phase filters iteratively115

[34]. The spatially uncorrelated part of the topographic phase116

(Δψ̂uθ,x,i), which is correlated with the perpendicular baseline,117

is estimated by least-squares inversion. The temporal coherence118

(γx ) is then calculated from residuals as follows [35]:119

γx =
1
N

∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
i=1

exp
{
j
(
ψx,i − ψ̃x,i − Δψ̂uθ,x,i

)}∣∣∣∣∣ . (2)

Contribution of each pixel is weighted based on its estimated120

temporal coherence, followed by the re-estimation of the DEM121

error and the temporal coherence. This algorithm is iterated122

several times until the root-mean-square change in the temporal123

coherence ceases to decrease. Then, pixels are selected as PS124

points, considering their amplitude dispersion as well as their125

final temporal coherence. Afterward, three-dimensional phase126

unwrapping is done on the PS points [36]. The unwrapped phase127

of PS points is filtered using high-pass filtering in time and128

a low-pass filtering in space to estimate the atmospheric and129

orbital errors. Subtracting these terms from the unwrapped phase130

of each PS leaves the ground deformation estimate. Further131

details regarding StaMPS can be found in the relevant literatures 132

[5], [35]. 133

B. Polarimetric SAR 134

A fully polarimetric SAR measures a complex scattering ma- 135

trix S at each pixel, which describes the scattering process of 136

a target 137

S =

[
Shh Svh

Svh Svv

]
. (3)

Using the Pauli basis [37], the corresponding scattering vector 138

K− can be derived for each resolution element as follows: 139

K− =
1√
2

[
Shh + Svv Shh − Svv 2Svh

]T
(4)

where T is the transpose operator, and Shh , Svv , and Svh are the 140

elements of matrix S standing for the copolar channels and the 141

cross-polar channel. By defining a unitary complex projection 142

vector ω− , it is possible to generate a complex scalar image by 143

projecting the scattering vector of each pixel, i onto μ, as 144

μi = ωHi K−
i

(5)

where H denotes conjugate transpose operation. 145

Equation (5) suggests that the optimization can be performed 146

by choosing suitable polarimetric states ω− for each pixel. There 147

are two general approaches for the polarimetric optimization 148

of multibaseline interferograms. These are multibaseline equal 149

scattering mechanism (MB-ESM) and multibaseline multiple 150

scattering mechanism (MB-MSM) [20]. An important point to 151

note is that as the polarimetric properties of the scene are not 152

changed between data acquisitions, a single polarimetric state, 153

i.e., ESM, is used for all acquisitions [20]. 154

C. Modification of the Formulas for Dual-Polarized 155

Sentinel-1 Data 156

The formulations stated in Section II-B are proposed for the 157

fully polarimetric SAR. In this section, they are modified to be 158

used for analyzing the dual-polarized SAR images of Sentinel-1. 159

The scattering matrix and the corresponding scattering vector 160

of VH–VV are, respectively, (see, e.g., [38], eqs. (18) and (19)], 161

[39], eq. (3)), 162

S =

[
0 Svh

Svh Svv

]
(6)

and 163

K− =
1√
2

[
Svv 2Svh

]T
. (7)

Following the method developed by Cloude and Papathanas- 164

siou [37], in which the polarimetric state ω− is derived as eigen- 165

vectors for coherence optimization, the reduced version of ω− 166
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can be expressed as [40]167

ω− =
[
cos α sin αejψ

]T
,

{
0 ≤ α ≤ π/2
−π ≤ ψ ≤ π

(8)

where α determines the type of scattering mechanism, and ψ168

accounts for the phase relation. Substituting (5) into (1), the ADI169

for the polarimetric case (DPol
A ) can be expressed as follows:170

DPol
A =

√∑N
i=1

(∣∣∣ω−HKi

∣∣∣ − ∣∣∣ω−HK−
∣∣∣
)2

/N

∑N
i=1

∣∣∣ω−HKi

∣∣∣ /N . (9)

According to (8), the polarimetric optimization problem is171

reduced to finding a suitableα andψ in a finite and known range,172

so that (9) is minimized. To find an initial value of parameters173

that corresponds to a value close to the global minimum of174

the ADI, a grid with step size of 5° for both parameters is175

first defined. The Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS)176

algorithm [41], which is a quasi-Newton method for constrained177

nonlinear optimization, is then used to minimize the index.178

D. Classification of the Scattering Mechanism179

For a dual-polarized SAR image, each pixel is represented180

by a 2 × 2 coherency matrix, which is nonnegative definite and181

Hermitian. The eigenvalue decomposition of the coherency ma-182

trix is used to compute the polarimetric entropy H and the183

scattering angle α. H is defined as a measure of randomness184

in the polarization of the backscattered signal, and α is re-185

lated to the physical scattering mechanism. They are defined as186

follows [42]:187

H =
2∑
i=1

Pi log2Pi and α =
2∑
i=1

Piαi (10)

where Pi = λi/(λ1 + λ2), λ is the eigenvalue of the coherency188

matrix and αi corresponds to the orthonormal eigenvectors of189

the coherency matrix.190

Having obtained entropy and alpha values for each coherency191

matrix, an H-alpha plane as described by Cloude and Pottier192

[43] and Cloude [44] can be achieved. The H-alpha plane can193

be used to interpret and classify the scattering mechanism of the194

subsurface targets.195

III. DATASET AND STUDY AREA196

A total of 50 dual-polarization (VV–VH) SLC images197

of Sentinel-1 acquired in interferometric wide swath mode198

over Trondheim city covering January 2015–December 2016199

are used to evaluate the optimization method described in200

Section II-C. The azimuth and range resolutions of Sentinel-1201

data are approximately 22 and 2.65 m, with pixel dimensions202

of approximately 13.90 and 2.33 m in azimuth and range di-203

rections, respectively. The images are acquired in an ascending204

track, with a mean incidence angle of approximately 33°. Each205

image swath consists of three subswaths. The processing has206

been applied over a 990 × 2700 portion of the first subswath of207

Fig. 1. (a) Location of Trondheim city in central Norway indicated by the red
rectangle. (b) Aerial image of the study area (www.Norgeskart.no). The black
rectangle shows the frame of Sentinel-1 sensor processed in this study.

Fig. 2. Land use map of the study area (www.geonorge.no).

the images. Fig. 1 illustrates the outline of the processed section 208

superimposed over the aerial image of Trondheim. 209

Trondheim city is located in central Norway. According to the 210

Norwegian mapping authority, Kartverket, the most represented 211

land use classes within the processed frame are vegetation, urban 212

areas, and water bodies, covering ∼47%, ∼38%, and ∼15% of 213

the region of interest, respectively (see Fig. 2). The urban classes 214

mainly comprise commercial, industrial, and residential units. 215

The commercial units, which are located in the town center, 216

have a large (length, width, and height) and dense element of 217

shops and service buildings. The buildings have predominantly 218

two or more storeys with metallic constituents (having a strong 219

reflection). Industrial regions consist of the largest buildings, 220

developed or undeveloped, used for industrial purposes, instal- 221

lations for water supply, waste handling and cleaning, power 222

plants, transformer substation, etc. In contrast to the commer- 223

cial and industrial units, residential houses are smaller in size, 224

with single- or two-storey rectangular buildings. In addition, 225

they have been constructed mainly with wood and have tilted 226

roofs. The buildings, for the most part, are closer than 50 m 227

apart. 228

IV. PROCESSING STRATEGY 229

Fig. 3 illustrates the flowchart of the processing developed in 230

this paper. It includes three steps: first, preprocessing, second, 231
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of the overall processing used in this study.

optimization, and third, the PS-InSAR processing. These steps232

are briefly described in the following.233

The scene acquired on July 25, 2015 is used as the super-234

master image to minimize the spatial and temporal baselines of235

the interferograms to be formed. The slave images are coreg-236

istered and resampled to the reference geometry (the master237

image) using GAMMA software [45]. In GAMMA software,238

the first step of the Sentinel-1 SLC co-registration procedure is239

based on the orbit geometry and terrain height. In the next step,240

the refinement of the coregistration is done iteratively using the241

intensity matching and the spectral diversity methods, in which242

the matching refinement iterates until the azimuth correction de-243

termined is better than 0.01 pixel. After reaching this quality, the244

spectral diversity method iterates until the azimuth correction245

determined is <0.0005 pixel [46].246

Having made this, the precisely resampled SLCs are avail-247

able. The next step is to find the projection vector that provides248

the minimized value of the ADI using the BFGS algorithm.249

Afterward, the SLCs are reproduced in optimized scattering250

mechanism by using (5), and the optimal interferograms are251

generated. To create the interferograms, we used the repeat-252

pass technique implemented in DORIS software [47] to be able253

to process further steps of the PS-InSAR analysis in StaMPS254

software. Initial topographic phase components are subtracted255

from the interferograms and, then, geocoding is done using dig-256

ital terrain model at 40-m resolution provided by the Norwegian257

Mapping Authority.258

The new differential interferograms, available after the opti-259

mization, are used as input data for the PS-InSAR algorithm in260

StaMPS software. The ADI threshold of 0.4 is set to identify the261

initial set of the PSC pixels, as thresholding on the ADI �0.4262

improves computational times, reduces the data by an order of263

magnitude, and includes most of the PS points [48].264

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS265

A. Dual-Polarized Versus Single-Polarized PS-InSAR266

The datasets were processed using both the standard single-267

polarized PS-InSAR approach in StaMPS software and the268

Fig. 4. Histograms of the ADI less than the considered PSC threshold (0.4)
for optimum (green), VV (red), and VH (blue) channels.

described algorithm in Section IV. Fig. 4 shows the histograms 269

of the ADI less than 0.4 (the threshold) obtained for VV, VH, 270

and the optimum channels. As it can be seen in the figure, com- 271

pared to the conventional channels, the optimum channel has 272

significantly improved the amplitude stability. We find about 273

2.5 and 5.5 times as much the number of PSCs in the optimum 274

channel as compared to that provided by single-polarized VV 275

and VH data, respectively. 276

After achieving improvement in the number of candidates 277

as a result of the optimization, phase-stability analysis was it- 278

eratively done on the identified PSCs, and the PS points were 279

finally selected. The results from the processing of VH, VV, and 280

optimum channels consist of approximately 37 700, 60 730, and 281

108 000 PS points in the processed region of interest, respec- 282

tively. From the results, we find that the final number of PS 283

points obtained by the processing of the optimum channel has 284

been increased by approximately 186% and 78% as compared to 285

the standard processing by VH and VV channels, respectively. 286

B. PS Density in Different Land Use 287

To illustrate the spatial patterns of the PS density-variation 288

among the channels, the PS density obtained by the VV and 289

VH channels have been subtracted from that, which has been 290

obtained by the optimum channel. The results have been rep- 291

resented in Fig. 5(a) and (b), respectively. Clearly recognizable 292

is that the PS density has been significantly increased across 293

the whole processed area, but with different variations over 294

the urban units. The maximum PS density of ∼2698 PS/km2 , 295

∼4427 PS/km2 , and ∼6942 PS/km2 , in the processed region of 296

interest, is achieved from VH, VV, and the optimum channel, 297

respectively. 298

Fig. 6 provides further insight into our findings by present- 299

ing the number of PSC and PS points detected using the con- 300

ventional and optimum channels in urban and nonurban units. 301

According to the figure, the number of PSC points in urban and 302

nonurban units derived by the optimum channel has increased 303

by about 3.7 and 22.9 times, respectively, as compared to the 304

VH channel. The number of final PS points has increased by 305
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Fig. 5. Differences in the PS density between the optimum channel and (a) VV
and (b) VH channels. The border of the commercial, residential, and industrial
clusters have been illustrated by white, red, and black polygons, respectively.

Fig. 6. Number of detected PSC (left bars) and PS (right bars) pixels detected
in VH (blue), VV (green), and optimum (yellow) channels.

TABLE I
EXTRA PSC/PS PIXELS DETECTED USING THE OPTIMUM CHANNEL, AS

COMPARED TO VH AND VV CHANNELS

about 2.1 times in urban and 2.3 times in nonurban units as306

compared to the VH channel. The increment in the PSC with307

respect to the VV channel is about 1.6 times in the urban and308

about 8.2 times in nonurban units. The number of final PS points309

in the optimum channel has increased by about 0.78 times in310

both units as compared to the VV channel. Table I summarizes311

the percentage of extra PSC and PS pixels detected using the312

polarimetric data in both units.313

C. Scattering Mechanism of Urban Units314

To interpret the scattering mechanism of the subsurface tar-315

gets in the urban classes, we used H-alpha decomposition; the316

distribution of H-alpha for individual urban classes is plotted317

Fig. 7. H_alpha scatterplot for (a) commercial, (b) industrial, and (c) resi-
dential units, obtained from dual polarimetric decomposition of the Sentinel-1
image. The plots have been color-coded by the smoothed density of the points, in
which the blue points have the minimum and the red points have the maximum
density.

in Fig. 7. We empirically obtained that the scatterings with 318

the entropy of less than 0.5 and the alpha of higher than 50° 319

(the purple rectangle in the figure) correspond to low entropy 320

multiple-scattering events (double-bounce scattering), such as 321

provided by isolated dielectric and metallic dihedral scatterers. 322

In addition, the scatterings with the entropy of 0.5–0.9 and the 323

alpha of higher than 50° (the green rectangle in the figure) cor- 324

respond to medium entropy multiple scattering, such as building 325

and forested regions. Q2326

From Fig. 7, it can be seen that in the commercial unit, 327

the number of double-bounce scatterers are dominant. From 328

the commercial unit to the residential unit, the distributions be- 329

come more concentrated at the medium entropy. In other words, 330

the number of double-bounce scatterers reduces, whereas the 331

number of targets with medium-entropy scattering increases. 332

Over the urban units, the density in the residential areas 333

(the red polygons in Fig. 5) has been increased, on aver- 334

age, from ∼780 PS/ km2 in VV and ∼420 PS/ km2 in VH to 335

∼1410 PS/ km2 in the optimum channel. In the industrial units 336

(the black polygons in Fig. 5), the density has been risen, on av- 337

erage, from ∼1090 PS/ km2 in VV and ∼700 PS/ km2 in VH to 338

∼1940 PS/ km2 in the optimum channel. For the commercial ar- 339

eas (depicted by white polygons in Fig. 5), it has been increased, 340

on average, from ∼2710 PS/ km2 in VV and ∼1710 PS/ km2 341

in VH to ∼4550 PS/ km2 in the optimum channel. The highest 342

density is achieved in commercial areas, which contain mostly 343

double-bounce targets [see Fig. 7(a)], whereas the lowest density 344

is obtained in residential areas, which contain mainly scatter- 345

ers with medium entropy [see Fig. 7(c)]. Comparing the incre- 346

ment in densities shows that best improvement (an increase of 347

about 80% and 235% compared to VV and VH, respectively) 348

is achieved in residential areas, while the least increment (an 349

increase of about 68% and 166% compared to VV and VH, 350

respectively) is obtained in commercial areas. 351

D. Comparison Between the Scattering Angles 352

Comparing the optimum scattering mechanism derived from 353

the optimization approach [see Fig. 8(a)] with the dominant 354

scattering mechanism derived from the H-alpha decomposition 355

[see Fig. 8(b)] shows that there is almost similar pattern be- 356

tween them, especially in areas, which have low entropy [see 357

Fig. 8(c)]. To investigate the correlation between the scattering 358

mechanisms, we extracted for each PS point, i.e., the optimum 359
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Fig. 8. (a) Optimum scattering mechanism (alpha) derived from the ADI op-
timization approach. (b) Dominant scattering mechanisms. (c) Entropy derived
from the H-alpha decomposition. (d) Scatterplot of (a) versus (b) at the location
of the PS points, color-coded by the smoothed density of the points in which
blue to red color shows the lowest and the highest densities.

scattering mechanism and the dominant scattering mechanism360

values inside a circle with 20 m radius centered at the location361

of each PS point, and plotted the values in Fig. 8(d). It can be362

seen that, generally, the optimum alpha derived by the ADI op-363

timization approach took lower values than the dominant alpha.364

The dominant alpha ranges between 10° and 90°, whereas the365

optimum alpha varies between 20° and 60°. However, the ma-366

jority of points are concentrated in the dominant alpha values of367

55°–75° and the optimum alpha values of 35°–45°, expressing368

that there is a good correlation in the areas with double-bounce369

scatterers.370

Part of the differences might be caused by the fact that the371

ADI is computed for single-look data, so the optimum alpha372

derived by the ADI optimization approach is more sensitive373

to polarimetric features inside the resolution cell. Since the al-374

pha derived from the decomposition is computed over a spatial375

window, it is defined by the averaged features of an extended376

area [23].377

E. PSC Versus PS378

In most part of the processed area, the magnitude of the VH379

channel is less than half of the magnitude of the VV channel.380

It even reaches to less than 0.1 in areas with double-bounce381

scattering targets. They may even degrade due to noise, and their382

dispersion may increase because of the existence of the different383

level of noise in each acquisition. As a result, the classical PS-384

InSAR analysis, which relies on targets with low-amplitude385

dispersion, is limited to select the pixels with low amplitude.386

Our results show that, using the optimization process, we can387

handle this problem and incorporate information that exist in388

Fig. 9. Scatterplot of the distribution of the ADI versus the temporal coherence
of the (a) PSC and (b) final PS points obtained by the ADI threshold of 0.6 on
the VV channel, and (c) final PS points obtained by the optimum channel. The
plots are color-coded by the smoothed density of the points in which blue to red
color shows the lowest and the highest densities.

VH in the time-series analysis, which otherwise will be lost due 389

to the low amplitude in VH. Consequently, the number of PSC 390

points as well as the number and density of PS points increase 391

noticeably. 392

However, comparing the number of PSs with PSCs in urban 393

areas shows a reduction of about 4%, 7%, and 37% of the candi- 394

dates derived by VH, VV, and optimum channels, respectively, 395

after phase-stability analysis. For nonurban areas, the reduction 396

is about 32% in VH, 50% in VV, and 90% in the optimum 397

channel. Therefore, using the optimization process, we can ben- 398

efit from the VH channel despite of its low amplitude, and 399

increase the number of PSC. However, after applying the phase- 400

stability analysis, many of them are dropped (will be discussed in 401

Section V-F). It is concluded that the amplitude dispersion anal- 402

ysis criterion alone is not sufficient for PS selection, and the 403

phase analysis should be performed to better estimate the phase 404

stability of the PSC points. 405

F. ADI Thresholding 406

Another way to increase the number of PS points is taking 407

a less-constraining ADI threshold for initial selection. We con- 408

sidered thresholding on ADI �0.6 on the VV channel, without 409

optimization, and compared the result with that obtained by the 410

optimization method. Fig. 9(a) shows the distribution of the ADI 411

versus the temporal coherence of the PS candidates, color-coded 412

by the smoothed density of the points in which blue to red color 413

shows the lowest and highest densities. As it can be seen in the 414

figure, the majority of points have the ADI between 0.4 and 0.6, 415

and the temporal coherence of less than 0.4. Fig. 9(b) shows the 416

same scatterplot for the final PS points. It shows that most of 417

the final PS points have the ADI between 0.4 and 0.55 and the 418

temporal coherence of 0.4–0.8. Using this approach, 86.5% of 419

the PSC points are discarded after the phase analysis. 420

In Fig. 9(c), we plotted the same distribution for the final PS 421

points obtained by the optimum channel. Most of the final PS 422

points have the ADI of 0.3–0.4 and the temporal coherence of 423

0.6–0.8. Comparing the two plots shows that, using optimization 424

method, the final PS points have better coherence. Looking at 425

the position of the final PS points selected by increasing the 426

ADI threshold shows that, several points have been selected 427

over the forest areas, which may affect the reliability of phase 428

unwrapping. 429
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Fig. 10. Histograms of the temporal coherence values of the PSC (solid
curves) and PS (dashed curves) points for optimum (green), VV (red), and
VH (blue) channels in the commercial, industrial, and residential units.

G. Temporal Coherence430

Fig. 10 shows the histograms of the temporal coherence val-431

ues of the PSC (solid curves) and PS (dashed curves) points432

for the different urban units derived by the optimum (green),433

VV (red) and VH (blue) channels. From commercial to resi-434

dential, as the number of targets with double-bounce scattering435

decreases, the distribution is inclined toward the double-peaks436

distribution. Further investigations showed that the PSCs in the437

left part of the distributions in industrial and residential areas are438

associated with pixels having high ADI (0.3–0.4), which have439

been selected by candidates more likely from vegetation ar-440

eas. However, they have been discarded after the phase-stability441

analysis due to low-temporal coherence.442

Comparing the distribution of the optimum and VV channels443

shows that the width of the distributions has increased with this444

method. However, the mode values changed from approximately445

0.85 to 0.75, as compared to the conventional channel distribu-446

tions. In addition, on the one hand, the method increases the447

number of PS points having the coherence of less than ∼0.85,448

but on the other hand, decreases the coherence for the points,449

which have the coherence of more than ∼0.85 in the VV chan-450

nel. We clearly see that the decrease has been amplified in com-451

mercial areas and reduced in residential areas. In other words,452

the lessening of the high-temporal coherence values has been453

adversely affected by the targets type.454

H. Consistency of Results455

To assess the consistency between the PS-InSAR results ob-456

tained from the optimum, VV, and VH channels, it is necessary457

to derive the displacement rates at the same locations for the458

datasets. For this purpose, we extracted the rates inside a circle459

with 150 m radius, centered at the location of the PS pixels in the460

VH result, which has the lowest density among the results. To461

illustrate the correlations between the results, we plotted with462

positions given by the line of sight (LOS) displacement rate de-463

rived by the VV and VH channels, and color corresponding to464

the LOS rate derived by the optimum channel [see Fig. 11(a)].465

The figure shows that the results are in general agreement with466

each other. The correlation coefficients of 0.85 and 0.92 were467

observed between the optimum results and VH and VV results,468

respectively, indicating the general consistency of the results.469

As a result of the PS-InSAR processing, the LOS time-series470

displacement is acquired for each PS points. For comparison of471

the displacements in time, we plotted the mean LOS results with472

the associated standard deviations for PS points within a circle473

Fig. 11. (a) Scatterplot of the LOS rate derived by the VV channel against
the VH channel. The color of PS points corresponds to the LOS rate derived by
the optimum channel. (b) Time-series displacement of one PS point in the LOS
direction is obtained by VH, VV, and optimum channels, represented by green,
red, and blue triangles, respectively, with their associated standard deviations.

with 50 m radius centered at the area with maximum LOS dis- 474

placement rate [see Fig. 11(b)]. The figure, in general, indicates 475

a good agreement between the results. Some discrepancies with 476

maximum value of 5 mm can be seen between the optimum 477

result and two other results. However, the differences are less 478

than their associated standard deviations. This might be caused 479

by different PS densities, which fall into the defined circle. 480

VI. CONCLUSION 481

We implemented a polarimetric optimization approach on 482

Sentinel-1 dual-polarization (VV–VH) images to improve the 483

PS-InSAR method. In general, the amplitude of the VH channel 484

is one order of magnitude smaller than that of the VV channel. 485

However, using the optimization method, we can incorporate the 486

information that exists in the VH channel into the time-series 487

analysis, which otherwise is lost due to its low amplitude. As 488

a result of this approach, we achieved the general increment of 489

about 78% and 186% in the number of PS points, with respect 490

to the VV and VH channels, respectively. Further analysis on 491

the efficiency of the method across urban units revealed that 492

the improvement in the areas with double-bounce scatterers is 493

less than other scatterers. In addition, the method decreases the 494

temporal-coherence values of PS points (PS points with the co- 495

herence values of higher than 0.85) in areas with double-bounce 496

scattering targets. We also analyzed the correlation between the 497

LOS displacement rates and the time-series obtained by the 498

optimum and the conventional channels, and found high corre- 499

lations between them, which indicates the general consistency 500

of the results. 501
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Persistent Scatterer Analysis Using Dual-Polarization
Sentinel-1 Data: Contribution From VH Channel

1

2

Roghayeh Shamshiri , Hossein Nahavandchi, and Mahdi Motagh3

Abstract—The regular acquisition and relatively short revisit4
time of Sentinel-1 satellite improve the capability of a persistent5
scatterer interferometric synthetic aperture radar (PS-InSAR) as6
a suitable geodetic method of choice for measuring ground sur-7
face deformation in space and time. The SAR instrument aboard8
the Sentinel-1 satellite supports operation in dual polarization9
(HH–HV, VV–VH), which can be used to increase the spatial den-10
sity of measurement points through the polarimetric optimization11
method. This study evaluates the improvement in displacement12
mapping by incorporating the information obtained from the VH13
channel of Sentinel-1 data into the PS-InSAR analysis. The method14
that has shown great success with different polarimetric data per-15
forms a search over the available polarimetric space in order to16
find a linear combination of polarization states, which yields the17
optimum PS selection criterion using the amplitude dispersion in-18
dex (ADI) criterion. We applied the method to a dataset of 5019
dual-polarized (VV–VH) Sentinel-1 images over Trondheim city20
in Norway. The results show overall increase of about 186% and21
78% in the number of PS points with respect to the conventional22
channels of VH and VV, respectively. The study concludes that,23
using the ADI optimization, we can incorporate information from24
the VH channel into the PS-InSAR analysis, which otherwise is lost25
due to its low amplitude.26

Index Terms—Dual polarization, optimization, persistent scat-27
terer interferometric synthetic aperture radar (PS-InSAR),28
sentinel-1.29

I. INTRODUCTION30

P ERSISTENT scatterer interferometric synthetic aperture31

radar (PS-InSAR) has proved to be a powerful geodetic32

technique to measure deformations of the earth’s surface in33

space and time using a stack of synthetic aperture radar (SAR)34

images [1]–[7]. It has been widely used by the scientific commu-35

nity to measure the displacement related to subsidence/uplift [8],36

[9], landslide [10], [11], tectonic [12]–[14], and volcanoes [5],37

[15]. In order to minimize spatiotemporal decorrelation effects38

and other sources of errors, the PS-InSAR technique processes39
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only those pixels, known as persistent scatterer (PS), that their 40

decorrelation effects are negligible under certain quality crite- 41

rion. The most commonly used criteria in the PS-InSAR method Q142

are coherence stability [7], [16] and the amplitude dispersion in- 43

dex (ADI) [4]. 44

Traditionally, the PS-InSAR method has been formulated and 45

applied to single-polarimetric SAR data because of the limita- 46

tions of available multipolarimetric SAR images. However, the 47

recent launch of new satellites with capability of multipolari- 48

metric acquisition motivated researchers to develop new tech- 49

niques based on the polarimetric optimization. The approach 50

has been applied to optimize the coherence in differential In- 51

SAR (DInSAR) [17], [18]. Coherence optimization algorithms 52

have been evaluated for copolar (HH–VV) and cross-polar chan- 53

nels (HH–HV), in addition to the quad-polarized ALOS data for 54

the DInSAR analysis [19]. 55

It has also been applied on a multibaseline InSAR [20]. In the 56

context of multibaseline, a search over the available polarimetric 57

space is performed to find a channel that optimizes the phase- 58

stability criteria, which in turn increases the number of measure- 59

ment points and consequently enhances the performance of the 60

method. The approach has been implemented on the PS-InSAR 61

method by optimizing the coherence stability and the ADI 62

[21]–[24]. Navarro-Sanchez et al. implemented the polarimetric 63

optimization for the ADI for copolar and cross-polar channels 64

in addition to the quad-polarized RADARSAT-2 data for the 65

PS-InSAR analysis [25]. The PS selection procedure has also 66

been optimized using signal-to-noise ratio [26], the temporal 67

sublook coherence [27], [28] criteria with dual/multipolarized 68

data, maximum likelihood function [29], and phase-difference 69

between copolarized components [30]. The efficiency of the 70

approach has also been proved in the small baseline method 71

[31], [32]. 72

The recent launch of the Sentinel-1 mission with capabil- 73

ity to obtain acquisitions on dual-polarized (HH–HV, VV–VH) 74

channels can help improving PS-InSAR analyses by increasing 75

the PS density. In general, having more than one polarimetric 76

channel helps to increase the PS density, especially in urban 77

areas [21]–[23], [33], in which each resolution cell has a sin- 78

gle dominant scattering mechanism. However, the amplitude of 79

the cross-polar measurements is generally smaller than that of 80

the copolar channels. Therefore, they may suffer more degra- 81

dation due to noise, and their information might be lost in a 82

single-polarized time-series analysis. Using the optimization 83

method, we can incorporate their information into displacement 84

mapping. 85
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In this study, we exploit the polarimetric information available86

in Sentinel-1 data (VV–VH) to investigate how the contribution87

of the VH channel affects the improvement of the PS-InSAR88

method over urban areas. We apply the approach presented in the89

previously published paper [21], but utilized it for Sentinel-1,90

due to easy access to the dataset and its free availability. Our goal91

is to analyze the performance of the approach. Trondheim city,92

located in central Norway, has been chosen as a test area. The93

city consists of several types of targets, which help to investigate94

the PS density and the phase-quality variations better as a func-95

tion of the target types. These have been focused particularly in96

this study.97

II. METHOD98

A. StaMPS99

The PS-InSAR method implemented in StaMPS works based100

on the spatial correlation approach. First, for computational101

reasons, an initial set of PS candidates (PSCs) is identified based102

on the ADI, defined as the ratio between standard deviation (σa )103

and mean (ā) of the amplitudes [4]104

DA =
σa
ā

=

√∑N
i=1

(
|si | − |s|

)2
/N

∑N
i=1 |si | /N

(1)

where s is a complex value of a single-look complex (SLC)105

pixel, |si | is the amplitude of the pixel in the ith SLC, and N106

is the number of SLCs. The lower the ADI values, the higher107

the phase quality. Therefore, pixels with the ADI less than a108

predefined threshold are selected as PSC points.109

In the next step, for each PSC in each differential interfer-110

ograms (ψx,i), the spatially correlated terms (ψ̃x,i) including111

deformation, atmospheric signal, orbital inaccuracies, and spa-112

tially correlated part of the topographic phase due to the digital113

elevation model (DEM) errors, are estimated using a combina-114

tion of low-pass and adaptive (Goldstein) phase filters iteratively115

[34]. The spatially uncorrelated part of the topographic phase116

(Δψ̂uθ,x,i), which is correlated with the perpendicular baseline,117

is estimated by least-squares inversion. The temporal coherence118

(γx ) is then calculated from residuals as follows [35]:119

γx =
1
N

∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
i=1

exp
{
j
(
ψx,i − ψ̃x,i − Δψ̂uθ,x,i

)}∣∣∣∣∣ . (2)

Contribution of each pixel is weighted based on its estimated120

temporal coherence, followed by the re-estimation of the DEM121

error and the temporal coherence. This algorithm is iterated122

several times until the root-mean-square change in the temporal123

coherence ceases to decrease. Then, pixels are selected as PS124

points, considering their amplitude dispersion as well as their125

final temporal coherence. Afterward, three-dimensional phase126

unwrapping is done on the PS points [36]. The unwrapped phase127

of PS points is filtered using high-pass filtering in time and128

a low-pass filtering in space to estimate the atmospheric and129

orbital errors. Subtracting these terms from the unwrapped phase130

of each PS leaves the ground deformation estimate. Further131

details regarding StaMPS can be found in the relevant literatures 132

[5], [35]. 133

B. Polarimetric SAR 134

A fully polarimetric SAR measures a complex scattering ma- 135

trix S at each pixel, which describes the scattering process of 136

a target 137

S =

[
Shh Svh

Svh Svv

]
. (3)

Using the Pauli basis [37], the corresponding scattering vector 138

K− can be derived for each resolution element as follows: 139

K− =
1√
2

[
Shh + Svv Shh − Svv 2Svh

]T
(4)

where T is the transpose operator, and Shh , Svv , and Svh are the 140

elements of matrix S standing for the copolar channels and the 141

cross-polar channel. By defining a unitary complex projection 142

vector ω− , it is possible to generate a complex scalar image by 143

projecting the scattering vector of each pixel, i onto μ, as 144

μi = ωHi K−
i

(5)

where H denotes conjugate transpose operation. 145

Equation (5) suggests that the optimization can be performed 146

by choosing suitable polarimetric states ω− for each pixel. There 147

are two general approaches for the polarimetric optimization 148

of multibaseline interferograms. These are multibaseline equal 149

scattering mechanism (MB-ESM) and multibaseline multiple 150

scattering mechanism (MB-MSM) [20]. An important point to 151

note is that as the polarimetric properties of the scene are not 152

changed between data acquisitions, a single polarimetric state, 153

i.e., ESM, is used for all acquisitions [20]. 154

C. Modification of the Formulas for Dual-Polarized 155

Sentinel-1 Data 156

The formulations stated in Section II-B are proposed for the 157

fully polarimetric SAR. In this section, they are modified to be 158

used for analyzing the dual-polarized SAR images of Sentinel-1. 159

The scattering matrix and the corresponding scattering vector 160

of VH–VV are, respectively, (see, e.g., [38], eqs. (18) and (19)], 161

[39], eq. (3)), 162

S =

[
0 Svh

Svh Svv

]
(6)

and 163

K− =
1√
2

[
Svv 2Svh

]T
. (7)

Following the method developed by Cloude and Papathanas- 164

siou [37], in which the polarimetric state ω− is derived as eigen- 165

vectors for coherence optimization, the reduced version of ω− 166
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can be expressed as [40]167

ω− =
[
cos α sin αejψ

]T
,

{
0 ≤ α ≤ π/2
−π ≤ ψ ≤ π

(8)

where α determines the type of scattering mechanism, and ψ168

accounts for the phase relation. Substituting (5) into (1), the ADI169

for the polarimetric case (DPol
A ) can be expressed as follows:170

DPol
A =

√∑N
i=1

(∣∣∣ω−HKi

∣∣∣ − ∣∣∣ω−HK−
∣∣∣
)2

/N

∑N
i=1

∣∣∣ω−HKi

∣∣∣ /N . (9)

According to (8), the polarimetric optimization problem is171

reduced to finding a suitableα andψ in a finite and known range,172

so that (9) is minimized. To find an initial value of parameters173

that corresponds to a value close to the global minimum of174

the ADI, a grid with step size of 5° for both parameters is175

first defined. The Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS)176

algorithm [41], which is a quasi-Newton method for constrained177

nonlinear optimization, is then used to minimize the index.178

D. Classification of the Scattering Mechanism179

For a dual-polarized SAR image, each pixel is represented180

by a 2 × 2 coherency matrix, which is nonnegative definite and181

Hermitian. The eigenvalue decomposition of the coherency ma-182

trix is used to compute the polarimetric entropy H and the183

scattering angle α. H is defined as a measure of randomness184

in the polarization of the backscattered signal, and α is re-185

lated to the physical scattering mechanism. They are defined as186

follows [42]:187

H =
2∑
i=1

Pi log2Pi and α =
2∑
i=1

Piαi (10)

where Pi = λi/(λ1 + λ2), λ is the eigenvalue of the coherency188

matrix and αi corresponds to the orthonormal eigenvectors of189

the coherency matrix.190

Having obtained entropy and alpha values for each coherency191

matrix, an H-alpha plane as described by Cloude and Pottier192

[43] and Cloude [44] can be achieved. The H-alpha plane can193

be used to interpret and classify the scattering mechanism of the194

subsurface targets.195

III. DATASET AND STUDY AREA196

A total of 50 dual-polarization (VV–VH) SLC images197

of Sentinel-1 acquired in interferometric wide swath mode198

over Trondheim city covering January 2015–December 2016199

are used to evaluate the optimization method described in200

Section II-C. The azimuth and range resolutions of Sentinel-1201

data are approximately 22 and 2.65 m, with pixel dimensions202

of approximately 13.90 and 2.33 m in azimuth and range di-203

rections, respectively. The images are acquired in an ascending204

track, with a mean incidence angle of approximately 33°. Each205

image swath consists of three subswaths. The processing has206

been applied over a 990 × 2700 portion of the first subswath of207

Fig. 1. (a) Location of Trondheim city in central Norway indicated by the red
rectangle. (b) Aerial image of the study area (www.Norgeskart.no). The black
rectangle shows the frame of Sentinel-1 sensor processed in this study.

Fig. 2. Land use map of the study area (www.geonorge.no).

the images. Fig. 1 illustrates the outline of the processed section 208

superimposed over the aerial image of Trondheim. 209

Trondheim city is located in central Norway. According to the 210

Norwegian mapping authority, Kartverket, the most represented 211

land use classes within the processed frame are vegetation, urban 212

areas, and water bodies, covering ∼47%, ∼38%, and ∼15% of 213

the region of interest, respectively (see Fig. 2). The urban classes 214

mainly comprise commercial, industrial, and residential units. 215

The commercial units, which are located in the town center, 216

have a large (length, width, and height) and dense element of 217

shops and service buildings. The buildings have predominantly 218

two or more storeys with metallic constituents (having a strong 219

reflection). Industrial regions consist of the largest buildings, 220

developed or undeveloped, used for industrial purposes, instal- 221

lations for water supply, waste handling and cleaning, power 222

plants, transformer substation, etc. In contrast to the commer- 223

cial and industrial units, residential houses are smaller in size, 224

with single- or two-storey rectangular buildings. In addition, 225

they have been constructed mainly with wood and have tilted 226

roofs. The buildings, for the most part, are closer than 50 m 227

apart. 228

IV. PROCESSING STRATEGY 229

Fig. 3 illustrates the flowchart of the processing developed in 230

this paper. It includes three steps: first, preprocessing, second, 231
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of the overall processing used in this study.

optimization, and third, the PS-InSAR processing. These steps232

are briefly described in the following.233

The scene acquired on July 25, 2015 is used as the super-234

master image to minimize the spatial and temporal baselines of235

the interferograms to be formed. The slave images are coreg-236

istered and resampled to the reference geometry (the master237

image) using GAMMA software [45]. In GAMMA software,238

the first step of the Sentinel-1 SLC co-registration procedure is239

based on the orbit geometry and terrain height. In the next step,240

the refinement of the coregistration is done iteratively using the241

intensity matching and the spectral diversity methods, in which242

the matching refinement iterates until the azimuth correction de-243

termined is better than 0.01 pixel. After reaching this quality, the244

spectral diversity method iterates until the azimuth correction245

determined is <0.0005 pixel [46].246

Having made this, the precisely resampled SLCs are avail-247

able. The next step is to find the projection vector that provides248

the minimized value of the ADI using the BFGS algorithm.249

Afterward, the SLCs are reproduced in optimized scattering250

mechanism by using (5), and the optimal interferograms are251

generated. To create the interferograms, we used the repeat-252

pass technique implemented in DORIS software [47] to be able253

to process further steps of the PS-InSAR analysis in StaMPS254

software. Initial topographic phase components are subtracted255

from the interferograms and, then, geocoding is done using dig-256

ital terrain model at 40-m resolution provided by the Norwegian257

Mapping Authority.258

The new differential interferograms, available after the opti-259

mization, are used as input data for the PS-InSAR algorithm in260

StaMPS software. The ADI threshold of 0.4 is set to identify the261

initial set of the PSC pixels, as thresholding on the ADI �0.4262

improves computational times, reduces the data by an order of263

magnitude, and includes most of the PS points [48].264

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS265

A. Dual-Polarized Versus Single-Polarized PS-InSAR266

The datasets were processed using both the standard single-267

polarized PS-InSAR approach in StaMPS software and the268

Fig. 4. Histograms of the ADI less than the considered PSC threshold (0.4)
for optimum (green), VV (red), and VH (blue) channels.

described algorithm in Section IV. Fig. 4 shows the histograms 269

of the ADI less than 0.4 (the threshold) obtained for VV, VH, 270

and the optimum channels. As it can be seen in the figure, com- 271

pared to the conventional channels, the optimum channel has 272

significantly improved the amplitude stability. We find about 273

2.5 and 5.5 times as much the number of PSCs in the optimum 274

channel as compared to that provided by single-polarized VV 275

and VH data, respectively. 276

After achieving improvement in the number of candidates 277

as a result of the optimization, phase-stability analysis was it- 278

eratively done on the identified PSCs, and the PS points were 279

finally selected. The results from the processing of VH, VV, and 280

optimum channels consist of approximately 37 700, 60 730, and 281

108 000 PS points in the processed region of interest, respec- 282

tively. From the results, we find that the final number of PS 283

points obtained by the processing of the optimum channel has 284

been increased by approximately 186% and 78% as compared to 285

the standard processing by VH and VV channels, respectively. 286

B. PS Density in Different Land Use 287

To illustrate the spatial patterns of the PS density-variation 288

among the channels, the PS density obtained by the VV and 289

VH channels have been subtracted from that, which has been 290

obtained by the optimum channel. The results have been rep- 291

resented in Fig. 5(a) and (b), respectively. Clearly recognizable 292

is that the PS density has been significantly increased across 293

the whole processed area, but with different variations over 294

the urban units. The maximum PS density of ∼2698 PS/km2 , 295

∼4427 PS/km2 , and ∼6942 PS/km2 , in the processed region of 296

interest, is achieved from VH, VV, and the optimum channel, 297

respectively. 298

Fig. 6 provides further insight into our findings by present- 299

ing the number of PSC and PS points detected using the con- 300

ventional and optimum channels in urban and nonurban units. 301

According to the figure, the number of PSC points in urban and 302

nonurban units derived by the optimum channel has increased 303

by about 3.7 and 22.9 times, respectively, as compared to the 304

VH channel. The number of final PS points has increased by 305
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Fig. 5. Differences in the PS density between the optimum channel and (a) VV
and (b) VH channels. The border of the commercial, residential, and industrial
clusters have been illustrated by white, red, and black polygons, respectively.

Fig. 6. Number of detected PSC (left bars) and PS (right bars) pixels detected
in VH (blue), VV (green), and optimum (yellow) channels.

TABLE I
EXTRA PSC/PS PIXELS DETECTED USING THE OPTIMUM CHANNEL, AS

COMPARED TO VH AND VV CHANNELS

about 2.1 times in urban and 2.3 times in nonurban units as306

compared to the VH channel. The increment in the PSC with307

respect to the VV channel is about 1.6 times in the urban and308

about 8.2 times in nonurban units. The number of final PS points309

in the optimum channel has increased by about 0.78 times in310

both units as compared to the VV channel. Table I summarizes311

the percentage of extra PSC and PS pixels detected using the312

polarimetric data in both units.313

C. Scattering Mechanism of Urban Units314

To interpret the scattering mechanism of the subsurface tar-315

gets in the urban classes, we used H-alpha decomposition; the316

distribution of H-alpha for individual urban classes is plotted317

Fig. 7. H_alpha scatterplot for (a) commercial, (b) industrial, and (c) resi-
dential units, obtained from dual polarimetric decomposition of the Sentinel-1
image. The plots have been color-coded by the smoothed density of the points, in
which the blue points have the minimum and the red points have the maximum
density.

in Fig. 7. We empirically obtained that the scatterings with 318

the entropy of less than 0.5 and the alpha of higher than 50° 319

(the purple rectangle in the figure) correspond to low entropy 320

multiple-scattering events (double-bounce scattering), such as 321

provided by isolated dielectric and metallic dihedral scatterers. 322

In addition, the scatterings with the entropy of 0.5–0.9 and the 323

alpha of higher than 50° (the green rectangle in the figure) cor- 324

respond to medium entropy multiple scattering, such as building 325

and forested regions. Q2326

From Fig. 7, it can be seen that in the commercial unit, 327

the number of double-bounce scatterers are dominant. From 328

the commercial unit to the residential unit, the distributions be- 329

come more concentrated at the medium entropy. In other words, 330

the number of double-bounce scatterers reduces, whereas the 331

number of targets with medium-entropy scattering increases. 332

Over the urban units, the density in the residential areas 333

(the red polygons in Fig. 5) has been increased, on aver- 334

age, from ∼780 PS/ km2 in VV and ∼420 PS/ km2 in VH to 335

∼1410 PS/ km2 in the optimum channel. In the industrial units 336

(the black polygons in Fig. 5), the density has been risen, on av- 337

erage, from ∼1090 PS/ km2 in VV and ∼700 PS/ km2 in VH to 338

∼1940 PS/ km2 in the optimum channel. For the commercial ar- 339

eas (depicted by white polygons in Fig. 5), it has been increased, 340

on average, from ∼2710 PS/ km2 in VV and ∼1710 PS/ km2 341

in VH to ∼4550 PS/ km2 in the optimum channel. The highest 342

density is achieved in commercial areas, which contain mostly 343

double-bounce targets [see Fig. 7(a)], whereas the lowest density 344

is obtained in residential areas, which contain mainly scatter- 345

ers with medium entropy [see Fig. 7(c)]. Comparing the incre- 346

ment in densities shows that best improvement (an increase of 347

about 80% and 235% compared to VV and VH, respectively) 348

is achieved in residential areas, while the least increment (an 349

increase of about 68% and 166% compared to VV and VH, 350

respectively) is obtained in commercial areas. 351

D. Comparison Between the Scattering Angles 352

Comparing the optimum scattering mechanism derived from 353

the optimization approach [see Fig. 8(a)] with the dominant 354

scattering mechanism derived from the H-alpha decomposition 355

[see Fig. 8(b)] shows that there is almost similar pattern be- 356

tween them, especially in areas, which have low entropy [see 357

Fig. 8(c)]. To investigate the correlation between the scattering 358

mechanisms, we extracted for each PS point, i.e., the optimum 359
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Fig. 8. (a) Optimum scattering mechanism (alpha) derived from the ADI op-
timization approach. (b) Dominant scattering mechanisms. (c) Entropy derived
from the H-alpha decomposition. (d) Scatterplot of (a) versus (b) at the location
of the PS points, color-coded by the smoothed density of the points in which
blue to red color shows the lowest and the highest densities.

scattering mechanism and the dominant scattering mechanism360

values inside a circle with 20 m radius centered at the location361

of each PS point, and plotted the values in Fig. 8(d). It can be362

seen that, generally, the optimum alpha derived by the ADI op-363

timization approach took lower values than the dominant alpha.364

The dominant alpha ranges between 10° and 90°, whereas the365

optimum alpha varies between 20° and 60°. However, the ma-366

jority of points are concentrated in the dominant alpha values of367

55°–75° and the optimum alpha values of 35°–45°, expressing368

that there is a good correlation in the areas with double-bounce369

scatterers.370

Part of the differences might be caused by the fact that the371

ADI is computed for single-look data, so the optimum alpha372

derived by the ADI optimization approach is more sensitive373

to polarimetric features inside the resolution cell. Since the al-374

pha derived from the decomposition is computed over a spatial375

window, it is defined by the averaged features of an extended376

area [23].377

E. PSC Versus PS378

In most part of the processed area, the magnitude of the VH379

channel is less than half of the magnitude of the VV channel.380

It even reaches to less than 0.1 in areas with double-bounce381

scattering targets. They may even degrade due to noise, and their382

dispersion may increase because of the existence of the different383

level of noise in each acquisition. As a result, the classical PS-384

InSAR analysis, which relies on targets with low-amplitude385

dispersion, is limited to select the pixels with low amplitude.386

Our results show that, using the optimization process, we can387

handle this problem and incorporate information that exist in388

Fig. 9. Scatterplot of the distribution of the ADI versus the temporal coherence
of the (a) PSC and (b) final PS points obtained by the ADI threshold of 0.6 on
the VV channel, and (c) final PS points obtained by the optimum channel. The
plots are color-coded by the smoothed density of the points in which blue to red
color shows the lowest and the highest densities.

VH in the time-series analysis, which otherwise will be lost due 389

to the low amplitude in VH. Consequently, the number of PSC 390

points as well as the number and density of PS points increase 391

noticeably. 392

However, comparing the number of PSs with PSCs in urban 393

areas shows a reduction of about 4%, 7%, and 37% of the candi- 394

dates derived by VH, VV, and optimum channels, respectively, 395

after phase-stability analysis. For nonurban areas, the reduction 396

is about 32% in VH, 50% in VV, and 90% in the optimum 397

channel. Therefore, using the optimization process, we can ben- 398

efit from the VH channel despite of its low amplitude, and 399

increase the number of PSC. However, after applying the phase- 400

stability analysis, many of them are dropped (will be discussed in 401

Section V-F). It is concluded that the amplitude dispersion anal- 402

ysis criterion alone is not sufficient for PS selection, and the 403

phase analysis should be performed to better estimate the phase 404

stability of the PSC points. 405

F. ADI Thresholding 406

Another way to increase the number of PS points is taking 407

a less-constraining ADI threshold for initial selection. We con- 408

sidered thresholding on ADI �0.6 on the VV channel, without 409

optimization, and compared the result with that obtained by the 410

optimization method. Fig. 9(a) shows the distribution of the ADI 411

versus the temporal coherence of the PS candidates, color-coded 412

by the smoothed density of the points in which blue to red color 413

shows the lowest and highest densities. As it can be seen in the 414

figure, the majority of points have the ADI between 0.4 and 0.6, 415

and the temporal coherence of less than 0.4. Fig. 9(b) shows the 416

same scatterplot for the final PS points. It shows that most of 417

the final PS points have the ADI between 0.4 and 0.55 and the 418

temporal coherence of 0.4–0.8. Using this approach, 86.5% of 419

the PSC points are discarded after the phase analysis. 420

In Fig. 9(c), we plotted the same distribution for the final PS 421

points obtained by the optimum channel. Most of the final PS 422

points have the ADI of 0.3–0.4 and the temporal coherence of 423

0.6–0.8. Comparing the two plots shows that, using optimization 424

method, the final PS points have better coherence. Looking at 425

the position of the final PS points selected by increasing the 426

ADI threshold shows that, several points have been selected 427

over the forest areas, which may affect the reliability of phase 428

unwrapping. 429
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Fig. 10. Histograms of the temporal coherence values of the PSC (solid
curves) and PS (dashed curves) points for optimum (green), VV (red), and
VH (blue) channels in the commercial, industrial, and residential units.

G. Temporal Coherence430

Fig. 10 shows the histograms of the temporal coherence val-431

ues of the PSC (solid curves) and PS (dashed curves) points432

for the different urban units derived by the optimum (green),433

VV (red) and VH (blue) channels. From commercial to resi-434

dential, as the number of targets with double-bounce scattering435

decreases, the distribution is inclined toward the double-peaks436

distribution. Further investigations showed that the PSCs in the437

left part of the distributions in industrial and residential areas are438

associated with pixels having high ADI (0.3–0.4), which have439

been selected by candidates more likely from vegetation ar-440

eas. However, they have been discarded after the phase-stability441

analysis due to low-temporal coherence.442

Comparing the distribution of the optimum and VV channels443

shows that the width of the distributions has increased with this444

method. However, the mode values changed from approximately445

0.85 to 0.75, as compared to the conventional channel distribu-446

tions. In addition, on the one hand, the method increases the447

number of PS points having the coherence of less than ∼0.85,448

but on the other hand, decreases the coherence for the points,449

which have the coherence of more than ∼0.85 in the VV chan-450

nel. We clearly see that the decrease has been amplified in com-451

mercial areas and reduced in residential areas. In other words,452

the lessening of the high-temporal coherence values has been453

adversely affected by the targets type.454

H. Consistency of Results455

To assess the consistency between the PS-InSAR results ob-456

tained from the optimum, VV, and VH channels, it is necessary457

to derive the displacement rates at the same locations for the458

datasets. For this purpose, we extracted the rates inside a circle459

with 150 m radius, centered at the location of the PS pixels in the460

VH result, which has the lowest density among the results. To461

illustrate the correlations between the results, we plotted with462

positions given by the line of sight (LOS) displacement rate de-463

rived by the VV and VH channels, and color corresponding to464

the LOS rate derived by the optimum channel [see Fig. 11(a)].465

The figure shows that the results are in general agreement with466

each other. The correlation coefficients of 0.85 and 0.92 were467

observed between the optimum results and VH and VV results,468

respectively, indicating the general consistency of the results.469

As a result of the PS-InSAR processing, the LOS time-series470

displacement is acquired for each PS points. For comparison of471

the displacements in time, we plotted the mean LOS results with472

the associated standard deviations for PS points within a circle473

Fig. 11. (a) Scatterplot of the LOS rate derived by the VV channel against
the VH channel. The color of PS points corresponds to the LOS rate derived by
the optimum channel. (b) Time-series displacement of one PS point in the LOS
direction is obtained by VH, VV, and optimum channels, represented by green,
red, and blue triangles, respectively, with their associated standard deviations.

with 50 m radius centered at the area with maximum LOS dis- 474

placement rate [see Fig. 11(b)]. The figure, in general, indicates 475

a good agreement between the results. Some discrepancies with 476

maximum value of 5 mm can be seen between the optimum 477

result and two other results. However, the differences are less 478

than their associated standard deviations. This might be caused 479

by different PS densities, which fall into the defined circle. 480

VI. CONCLUSION 481

We implemented a polarimetric optimization approach on 482

Sentinel-1 dual-polarization (VV–VH) images to improve the 483

PS-InSAR method. In general, the amplitude of the VH channel 484

is one order of magnitude smaller than that of the VV channel. 485

However, using the optimization method, we can incorporate the 486

information that exists in the VH channel into the time-series 487

analysis, which otherwise is lost due to its low amplitude. As 488

a result of this approach, we achieved the general increment of 489

about 78% and 186% in the number of PS points, with respect 490

to the VV and VH channels, respectively. Further analysis on 491

the efficiency of the method across urban units revealed that 492

the improvement in the areas with double-bounce scatterers is 493

less than other scatterers. In addition, the method decreases the 494

temporal-coherence values of PS points (PS points with the co- 495

herence values of higher than 0.85) in areas with double-bounce 496

scattering targets. We also analyzed the correlation between the 497

LOS displacement rates and the time-series obtained by the 498

optimum and the conventional channels, and found high corre- 499

lations between them, which indicates the general consistency 500

of the results. 501
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